In this paper we show that on the space 0'c(K'M : K'M) of convolution operators on KM , the topology rb of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of KM is equal to the strong dual topology.
Introduction
In previous work (see [1, 2] ) we redefined the space K'M of rapidly increasing distributions and the space 0'c(K'M: K'M) of its convolution operators. The space 0'C(K'M: K'm) was provided with several topologies, the topology xh of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of KM , the topology of x'b of uniform convergence on bounded subsets K'M , the projective limit topology x where 0'c(K'M: K'M) was considered as the projective limit of the spaces e~ X'S', and the strong dual topology where 0'c(K'M: K'm) was considered as the dual of Oc(KM: KM) (see definitions below). It was shown in [2] that xb and x'b are equal, and x is equal to the strong dual topology. The question whether xb and the strong dual topology are equal or not was left unanswered in [2] . Our main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem. On the space 0'C(K'M: K'm) the topology xh is equal to the strong dual topology.
To establish this result we need the following Lemma. The convolution map from (0'c,xh)xOc into Oc is separately continuous.
To avoid lengthy proofs we will present these results in several steps.
Notations and preliminary results
By N", R" we denote the sets of zz-tuples of nonnegative integers and real numbers, respectively. For a = (ax, ... , an) in Nn we denote by \a\ the sum ax + •■• + an. By D and D' we denote the Schwartz spaces of test functions and distributions, by 5 we denote the space of infinitely differentiable functions rapidly decreasing at infinity and its strong dual S' is the space of tempered distribution. For any distribution T we denote by T its symmetry with respect to the origin and by xh T, h e Rn, the translation of T by h . For a e N* we denote by D the differential operator D"'D22 ■ ■ Dann ; where Titr/->-'■*■-■»■ Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and E' its strong dual, for a bounded subset B of E we denote by B° the polar of B, which is the set of all T in E' such that \(T, <j>)\ < 1 for all 0 in B . We will use the results of our previous work [1] and [2] .
Let p(Ç); 0 < c; < oo be a nonnegative increasing function with p(0) = 0, p(oo) = co . For any x , 0 < x < oo define the function M(x) -f£ p(£,)d£, . It follows that M is positive, increasing, and convex. For negative x we define M by symmetry, i.e. M(x) -M(-x).
For x -(xx, x2, ... , xn) we define
The function M satisfies the inequality M(x+y) < M(2x)+M(2y) for all x, y in R" . We will write w and w~ for the function exp[M(zcx)] and exp[-M(kx)], respectively; k = 0, 1,2,_ The space KM consists of all C°° -functions <j) such that vk ((j)) = sup w \Dad)(x)\ ; k = 0, 1,2, ... .
x€R" \a\<k
It has been proved in Abdullah [1] that KM is a Fréchet nuclear space, moreover it is Montel (hence reflexive), bornologic and is a normal space of distributions.
By K'M we denote the strong dual of KM provided with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of KM , K'M is the space of distributions which grow not faster than e\o(M(kx)) for some zc > 0. The elements of K'M are called distributions of rapid growth. In the case M(x) = \x\pIp ; P > 1 , the spaces KM , K'M are the spaces K and K' of Sampson and Zielezny [4] . It turns out that K'M is bornologic. For T e K'M and 4> e KM we define the convolution of T and 0 by the relation (T*tp)(x) -(T , d)(x-y)).
The following theorem (see [2] , Theorem 1) will be used later in the proofs; its proof is similar to the proof of the corresponding result for the special case M(x) = \x\pIp , p > 1 and will be omitted (see Theorem 2 of [4] ).
Theorem A. Let S be any element of K'M , the following statements are equivalent.
(a) S is in dlK'M:K'M). We denote by Oc(K'M : K'M) the union of the spaces w S, k = 0, 1,2,..., provided with the inductive limit topology. Since S is bornological (being metrizable), and the inductive limit of bornological spaces is bornological, it follows that Oc(K'M: K'm) is bornological. The space Oc(K'M: K'M) is the strong dual of 0'c(K'M: K'm) with the topology xp, (see [2] , Theorem 3). Moreover, on Oc(K'M : K'M) the strong dual topology, i.e. the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of 0'C(K'M: K'm) , is equivalent to the inductive limit topology (see [2] , Theorem 5).
On 0'c(K'M: K'M), the topologies xb and x'b are equivalent (see [1] , Theorem 6), and with xb the space 0'C(K'M: K'M) is complete and nuclear. Moreover, 0'C(K'M: K'M) with xb is bornological, the proof is similar to the space 0'C(K'X : K'x) of [6] . Another topology on 0'C(K'M : K'M) is the strong dual topology, which is the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of Oc(K'M: K'm) . We denote by (0'c, sdt) the space 0'c(K'M: K'm) provided with the strong dual topology. The strong dual topology of 0'c(K'M: K'm) is equiva-lent to the projective limit topology x (see [2] , Theorem 4). From now on, we will write O O' for OAK': K') and 0'(K'm: K'), respectively.
The results
We begin with a preliminary result that will be used in the proofs of the subsequent results. For any multi-index ß , from the properties of M, one has Dp(T*<t>)(x) (-\)Mjwk(y)f(y)D{"+ß)<P(x-y)dy
where zc, c are constants and k is independent of ß . Hence T * <f> e Oc. Next, we prove continuity of A in the second variable. For fixed T in K'M let AT be the linear map from KM into Oc taking.«/) to T * cp. Since KM is bornological, from Theorem II.8.3 of Schaefer [5] it suffices to show that AT is sequentially continuous. Let (</>.) be a sequence in KM converging to 0,from inequality ( 1 ) it follows that the set {T * <f>.; j = 1,2,...} is contained in w4 S, for that fixed k . Moreover, for any polynomial p(x) and any positive integer m one has (2) sup \p(x)\ The next theorem represents one direction of the main result in the paper, before we give the proof of the other half we need a few lemmas. Theorem 2. Ozz the space dc the topology xb is weaker than the strong dual topology.
Proof. Let V (B, U) = ÍS e 0'c: S * 0 e U for all 4> in #} ;
where U is a neighborhood of 0 in KM and B is a bounded subset of KM , be a member of a 0-neighborhood base of xb . Since KM is reflexive we can assume without loss of generality that U = (B')° , the polar of B' a bounded subset of K'M . Also, we can assume that B -B and B' = È' = {T: T e B1}. where <f>a n is an element of 5 which depends on iff, a and ß, and c is a constant which depends on a , ß and k , and zc is independent of ß . Hence S * y/ is in Oc.
Next we show the continuity of As. Since Oc is bornological it suffices to show that it is sequentially continuous. Let (y/.) be a sequence converging to 0 in Oc, we show that (S * y/] ) converges to 0 in Oc. We consider Oc with the inductive limit topology. There exists a fixed zc, > 0 such that (yi) converges Proof. Since (0'c,xb) is bornological space it suffices to show that the map is bounded. Given Bc a bounded subset of (0'c, xb), we show that y/ * Bc is bounded in Oc. Let V be a member of 0-neighborhood base in Oc, without loss of generality we can assume that V -B°x , where Bx is a bounded subset of (0'c, sdt), that is, 0'c equipped with the strong dual topology. We find Xx > 0 such that Ax(y/ * Bc) c B°. Since KM is dense in Oc there exists a sequence (</>,) in KM which converges to yi in Oc. for all T in Bx . Thus A,(^*5C) c i?°, i.e. y/*Bc is a bounded subset of Oc.
The next theorem establishes the remaining portion of our main result, in the proof the above lemmas will be used in an essential way. We claim that one can interchange the limits on the right-hand side of (7). First we fix j and discuss the interchange of the limits in i and e. By Lemma 1 the set {S * y/i : i = 1, 2, 3, ...} is bounded in Oc, hence bounded in E. Since
Next we consider the interchange of the limits in j and e in (8). From Lemma 3 it follows that the set {5 * y/: j = 1,2,3,...} is bounded in Oc, hence bounded in E and (8) becomes (9) lim (S,, y/) = lim lim lim (S, * t/z,, ¿ ).
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Finally we consider the interchange of the limits of (9) in i and j. Since S, -»0 in (0'c, x'b) it follows that lim.^^S. * iff., <j>e) = 0 uniformly in i (since {\ff¡: / = 1,2,...} is a bounded subset of O which is continuously embedded in K'M , hence it is a bounded subset of K'M , and for fixed <j)e the sequence (S ■ * t//,) converges to 0 in K'M uniformly in z). Thus one has lim lim {Si * y/¡, d>\ = lim lim (S, * y/,., ép ) = 0. 
